Improving Healthcare Data Quality to Drive Lower C-Section Delivery Rates

Cesarean deliveries have become one of the most common surgical procedures performed in the United States each year. Between 1998 and 2008, the rate of cesarean delivery in the United States rose by 50 percent — from 22-33 percent of all births. This steep trend is principally attributed to an increase in first-birth cesareans.

Many healthcare stakeholders have turned their attention to reducing this rate for clinical, financial and regulatory reasons:

- Although a C-section can be a life-saving technique, it also increases the risk of complications for both mothers and their infants.
- C-sections cost, on average, almost twice as much as vaginal deliveries.²
- Regulatory bodies are expanding their reporting requirements to more proactively address the rise in cesarean delivery — and payers are increasingly targeting C-section rates in valuebased contracts.

Because it is difficult to delineate which C-section rates account for valid high-risk deliveries, regulatory requirements are focusing on measuring and reducing the cesarean rate for deliveries assumed...
I was thrilled with the way the Key Process Analysis application used our data to show us where to focus our quality improvement efforts. I've been doing analytics and reporting work for a long time, and the decision of where to focus is often based on factors other than concrete evidence. It’s so important to know that we’re working on areas where we can have the biggest impact on cost and quality.

– Women and Children’s Program Director

Beginning in 2014, hospitals accredited by The Joint Commission are required to publicly report their NTSV rates. The National Quality Forum is also promoting voluntary standards for perinatal care that include this Improving Healthcare Data Quality to Drive Lower C-Section Rates Healthcare Quality Catalyst - Corporate Identity Design metric. Many healthcare organizations are finding that this reporting is difficult to perform because of poor data quality and manual reporting processes.

A healthcare system we worked with was quick to understand the need to track the NTSV metric. This healthcare system’s Women & Children’s division has undertaken an initiative to drive higher-quality, lower-cost obstetrical care by measuring and reducing unnecessary NTSV cesarean deliveries.

DATA-DRIVEN FOCUS ON QUALITY AND COST IMPROVEMENT

The healthcare system is committed redesigning patient care, developing and deploying leading evidence-based care practices across its system, improving data quality and using their data to make decisions to positively impact healthcare delivery. As a key component of this effort, they partnered with Health Catalyst, an analytics and data warehousing company to implement a proven analytics framework for value-based transformation.

Establishing a Healthcare Enterprise Data Warehouse

One of the first steps toward establishing this framework was implementation of an electronic medical record (EMR). However, business intelligence leaders quickly realized that the EMR alone was insufficient for the level of analytics they required. Data was difficult to extract from the EMR and combine with other data sources.

Collaborating with Health Catalyst, the business intelligence team created a healthcare enterprise data warehouse (EDW) that overcame these problems. The EDW enables an enterprise-wide, consistent view of data combined from the EMR and financial, patient satisfaction and other systems. The EDW also eliminates the manual data-gathering process for reporting and automates data distribution.
What we’ve gained in terms of understanding our healthcare data quality is invaluable. To have the view into the data we have now would have taken us a huge amount of time using our old process — if we could have even gotten to this point with just a couple of nurses doing data abstraction. We now have the ability to quickly identify where we’re doing well and where we need to focus our attention.

– MD, Medical Director, Women and Children’s Program

Prioritizing Improvement Efforts

With combined clinical and financial data on hand in the EDW, the business intelligence and clinical teams were able to identify the care improvement opportunities that would have the greatest impact on cost and quality. An analytics application — Health Catalyst’s Key Process Analysis (KPA) — analyzed EDW data to pinpoint variability in care and areas of high resource consumption throughout the organization, as shown in Figure 1.

Successfully improving clinical outcomes also requires a strong organizational commitment and may necessitate changes in culture, organizational structure, staff education and workflow processes. Consequently, the healthcare system also assessed the Women and Children’s Services readiness for change. They looked at criteria such as the clinical leadership readiness, data availability, shared vision and available resources. Combining their readiness assessment and KPA results (e.g., case count, length of stay, variation in care and variable direct cost,) — Women and Children’s Services rose to the top as a high-opportunity clinical program.

MEASURING NTSV RATES

The Women and Children’s team was already using data to help drive care improvement. The department had maintained a homegrown clinical registry. The registry — which predates any EMR in the healthcare system — contains high-level, clinical data about the Women and Children’s population. The team had experienced
real success using the registry to establish a process for reducing its pre-term elective delivery rate.

Though proud of its accomplishments with the registry, the Women and Children’s team recognized the need to scale its analytics effort. Maintaining its registry was a time-consuming process because the data had to be extracted manually from patient charts. Not only did the process consume valuable nursing resources, but it also failed to yield timely data. It could take as long as three months to get needed data into the registry.

The EDW and its automated processes was the solution the team needed to scale its efforts and branch out from its success of lowering the elective C-section delivery rate. Knowing that national focus would soon be shifting to the NTSV cesarean rate, the team decided to kick off its EDW-driven improvement initiative by measuring this rate.

Creating a Women and Children’s Population Health Registry

Because the healthcare system had never attempted to measure its NTSV rate in the past, the team had to start from scratch. The first step was creating a women and children’s population health registry. A foundational Health Catalyst application called the Cohort Finder helped the team create this registry. The application analyzed data in the EDW to identify deliveries that met the following criteria:

- **Nulliparous:** This was the mother’s first baby.
- **Term:** Gestational age for the baby was at least 37 weeks.
- **Singleton:** The delivery involved a single baby, not twins or multiples.
- **Vertex:** Presentation of the baby was the “natural” position at delivery (head down, face back).
Using diagnostic codes and supplementary clinical data, the application helped the team define and refine the NTSV patient population.

The team also installed an advanced analytics application — the NTSV Cesarean module — to run on the EDW platform. The module enables the team to measure baseline care processes and outcomes, create visualizations specific to NTSV metrics and measure the effectiveness and outcome of care improvement interventions.

Improving Healthcare Data Quality

As data from the EDW began to flow into the NTSV data mart, the multi-disciplinary workgroup team began to notice gaps in the data that indicated problems with its EMR data capture processes — a common discovery in many analytics projects. Some data was missing; other data was inconsistent. The team encountered several data quality issues, including:

- **Gestational age:** This data was charted in four different locations in the EMR and sometimes left blank. In addition, different clinicians used different methods to calculate gestational age.

- **Chart times for Stage 1 labor duration** were often missing.

- **Delivery records** were often missing the “Marked as Delivered” indicator, a key piece of data for calculating NTSV rates.

Because these documentation gaps affected the ability to measure outcomes, they became an important focus of the workgroup team. This commitment to analyzing data issues has given the team the opportunity to work with clinicians and the EMR optimization team to better align documentation to clinician workflows and to teach the importance of accurate and meaningful records.
As a result, the healthcare system has made strides in improving their documentation. For example, by creating a report that nurse managers can run to see how many charts don’t have the “marked as delivered” field checked and subsequently educating staff, the team has improved capture of this important data point.

**Developing Baseline Metrics for NTSV Rates**

Before embarking on this project, Women and Children’s had no data available on their NTSV rate, which meant they weren’t able to report it when asked in requests for proposals (RFPs) submitted by payers or by large employers. The team didn’t have any healthcare system benchmark data to work with, nor were any national benchmarks available.

Now, the health organization is able to establish an NTSV baseline that can be rolled out across the system. Not only will this data help them to win RFP awards based on reporting accuracy and quality improvement, but it will also make it possible for the Women and Children’s team to report their NTSV rates to regulatory bodies such as The Joint Commission.

Establishing this system for measuring NTSV rates and automating external reporting enables the healthcare system to meet level four of the [Healthcare Analytics Adoption Model](#). Women and Children’s is now focused on measurable quality improvement and better managing the health of its population.
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